Directions from San Diego International Airport (Lindberg Field) to the Center for Memory & Recording Research (CMRR) building:

1. Exit Airport going East on N. HARBOR DRIVE (toward Downtown);

2. **Follow I-5 N** signs to enter I-5 N Freeway

3. Merge onto **I-5 NORTH** via ramp on the **LEFT** (continue on I-5 about 8.5 miles);

4. Continue on northbound Interstate 5 and **Exit at La Jolla Village Drive** and turn **LEFT onto La Jolla Village Drive** (stay in the right lane);

5. From La Jolla Village Drive turn **RIGHT onto Villa La Jolla Drive**

6. From Villa La Jolla Drive turn **RIGHT onto GILMAN DRIVE**;

7. From GILMAN DRIVE turn **LEFT onto VOIGT DRIVE**;

8. From VOIGHT DRIVE turn **LEFT onto MATTHEWS LANE** (it is a dead-end street).

9. The CMRR building the last 3-story building **on the RIGHT**.

10. The **driveway to the building’s parking area is immediately ON THE RIGHT** next to the two solid orange-colored gates (it’s also the LAST driveway on the right).

11. Park your vehicle in reserved space **846 (middle space)**.

12. Enter the building and walk straight through the double wooden doors into the Lobby.

**Contact: Iris at 858-534-6196 or Marina: 858-534-6707**